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Abstract--The decomposition method is applied to the Navier-Stokes quation to provide a 
solution without linearization r discretization, r restrictions on randomness. 
INTRODUCTION 
The basic dynamical equations of fluid mechanics are the Navier-Stokes equations. These 
equations have defied analytical solution for a century. Numerical solutions encounter 
tremendous difficulties requiring enormous computer esources. No method has been 
entirely satisfactory. Present numerical methods discretize the problem which leads to 
severe demands on computational time. Also, the resulting massive printouts do not show 
the analytic dependences. Our objective is a continuous analytic solution which avoids 
these limitations and also avoids assumptions of "weak" nonlinearity and "small" 
fluctuations and perturbative or hierarchy methods. The method proposed here is the 
decomposition method developed by the author [1, 2]. The method is an approximation 
method; solutions are obtained in a rapidly converging series--a computable verifiable 
solution--without the customary restrictions which change the physical problem to make 
it tractable. Such methods are of little value in cases involving strongly nonlinear strongly 
stochastic phenomena such as turbulent flow. What is important isa solution which retains 
the actual nonlinear and stochastic features of the physical problem. Also, ideally the 
method should be easy to calculate and rapidly convergent. These advantages have now 
been demonstrated in the referenced work on the decomposition method. Let us now 
proceed with the application to Navier-Stokes (N-S). 
ANALYSIS 
Consider x, y, z-axes with unit vectors [, ~, ~ with ~ upwards, [ towards the east and 
] towards the north fixed on the surface of the earth, i.e. the ocean. Let velocity be 
represented by u with components u(x, y, z, t), v(x, y, z, t), w(x, y, z, t). Pressure p, density 
p and viscosity /a in the most general case could also be functions of x,y,  z, t as well 
as co where co~(f~, F,/a), a probability space. The Navier-Stokes equation including an 
induced force F and the Coriolis force due to the rotation D., of the earth is 
Du 
p-~-  + 2p(f2~ x u)+Vp +~gp = F +/~V2u + (/~/3)V(V-u), (1) 
where the hydrodynamic derivative D/Dt is given by 
D O O ~ O 
D-~=c~t+U~x +v:-+cy ~'~z 
and the continuity equation is written as 
Dp 
D--~ + pV'u = O. 
(2) 
(3) 
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Equivalently, 
P 
Substituting 
and 
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0 u u V(V- u). -~- + p (u. V)u + 2p (fl~ x u) + Vp + kgp = F + ,u VZu + 
~xu= B = "t(pw - ,/v ) + ]bu - ~w ) + K(~v - #u ), 
u 
.-, 0p ~ 0p 0p 
V~u = iV2u + ]V2v + l~V2w, 
\p DtJ  V -~+U~x+V-~y+W , 
( o, o, On, ,I o~ o~ ~Fy w~) ~Fy WTz (..v),,=T + + +,~, ,  + + 
_( Ow Ow Ow) 
+k ~Tx + v~ + w-5-_, 
Wu = iV'-u + ]V2v + ~,V2w, 
and writing the N-S equation in component form yields the system: 
Ou ( Ou Ou Ou ) Op 
P ~ + P U'~x + V -~y + W ~z + 2P(flw - 7v ) + 3-- x
and 
/02u 
= G + I~ L~x 2 + 
I~(0 10p 
+3 ~p ot 
02u 02u'\ ~+~) 
0 1 Op O 1 Op 0 
- - -  + ~-~.~ + ~-~V~y + ~ 
0v /' 0v 0v 0v) 
p -~ + p L U ~x + V "~y + W ~z + 2 p ( T u - ~ w ) + 
O lop O =F:+#~+~+OzV+3 Ot+~y 
(4) 
t Op'\ -~w~), 
Op 
Oy 
l t?p 0 1 ,p 0 1 OO'\ +~-~ ~-~ pU + w ~z) 
Ow { Ow Ow Ow ) Op 
P "~ + P L U -~x + V ~y + W -~z _ + 2 P ( °W -- flu ) + ~z + g P 
fO"w O"w O"w'\ 
= F3 + #t~x-' + ~-~ + ~-~z2 ) 
l ! op Ol op O~_wOp ) ~_(±_ep o +3\0zpet+Np"&+~pv~+Nr.N" 
These equations can be rewritten as 
Lu + RI (u, v, w) + NI (u, v, w) = g,, 
Lv + R2(u, v, w) + N2(u, v, w) = g2 (s) 
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and 
where 
Lw + R3(u, v, w) + N3(u , v, w) = g3, 
0 0 2 0 2 0" 
L = P ~t + l't O~x2 + U ~y" + g ~z : = L' + L~ + Lg + L:' 
Rl(u, v, w) = 2p(flw - 7v), 
Rz(u  , v, w) -- 2p(Tu - ~tw), 
R3(u, v, w) = 2p(~w - flu), 
( Ou Ou Ou )
N 
#(0 luO p 0 1 Op 0 1 ~zz) -3 w ' 
( Ov) N~(u,v,w)=p ~+v~+w N 
. /0  1 Op 0 1 Op 0 1 
Ow Ow U,(u,~,w)=o u~+v~ 
u(o  1 Op 
+w~" z 
0 1 top 0 1 0p'~, 
) 
and 
Op #0 lap 
gt = Fl ---~x + 3 Ox p Ot' 
g2=F2_Op f # 0 10p 
3 0y p Ot 
dp p O lop  
g3 = F3 - ~z -~ 3 Oz p Ot + gp" 
We consider this system for x, y, z, t/> 0 and initial/boundary conditions to be specified 
for particular applications. The nonlinear terms require the use of Adomian's A, 
polynomials [1, 2] and we write 
n-O n=O n=O 
The inverse of L is found most easily using the form L = L, + Lx + Ly + L~, solving for 
each linear operator term in turn and applying the appropriate inverse [1, 2] which brings 
in the required initial/boundary conditions. The four equations for each component of u 
are added and divided by 4 to yield one equation for u, one for v and one for w. The u0, 
Vo, w0 are obtained from the given initial,/boundary condition terms and the inverse applied 
to the forcing function. Thus the triad u 0, v 0, w 0 is known. Then ut, vt, wl is obtained in 
terms of the first triad. The next triad u2, v2, w2 is determined from the preceding ul, v~, 
w~ etc. From equations (5): 
L,u + Lxu + Leu + L:u = gl - Rt (u, v, w) - Nt (u, v, w), (6) 
Ltv + Lxv + Lyv + L.v = g2 - R2(u , v, w) - N2(u, v, w) (7) 
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and 
L ,w + L~w + LyW + L .w =g3 -- R3(u.  u, w)  - Nj(u,  t.', w). 
From equation (6): 
L~u =g l  - Rl -- Ni -- Lxu - Lyu - L:u, 
Lx u =g i  - R~ - NI - L~u - Lyu - L:u, 
Lyu = gt - RI - NI - Lxu - L~u - L .u  
and 
L:u =g l -R I -N , -Lxu_Lyu_L ,u .  
From equation (7): 
L,v =gz-R2-N2-Lxv-Lyv  - L:v, 
Lxv =g2-  R2-N2-  L~v - Lyv - L:v, 
Lyv  =g2-R: -N2-L~v -L ,v  -L .v  
and 
L .v  = g2 - -  R2  - -  N2  - -  Lxv - Lyv - L,v. 
From equation (8): 
L ,w = g3 - R3 - N3 - Lxw - Lyw - L..w, 
Lx w = g3 - -  R3 - -  N3  - -  L ,w - Lyw - L .w,  
Lyw = g3 - -  R3  - N3 - Lxw - L ,w  - L .w  
and 
L .w = g3 - -  R3  - -  N3  - Lx w - L~.w - L,w.  
(8) 
(9) 
(lo) 
(ll) 
u = uo- - -~  KRI + KNI + G u.  . 
n=0 
where u 0 contains the terms involving g~ as well as the auxiliary conditions from the 
inversions. For simplicity in writing, let K = L ;  -~ + L2  ~ + L ]  t + L_  ~ and G represent the 
terms operating on 
U= LUn.  
n=O 
Thus, 
Now the required inversions yield the auxiliary conditions whose functional form need be 
specified in particular flow problems. Thus with the required inversions, addition of the 
equations for each component separately and dividing by 4, equations (9) become 
I - I  I U=Uo-~(L ,  +L.-~ +L .£t+L .5 I )R~ 
+ (L71 + L~ l + L71 + L [ l )Nt  
+ [(L71Lx + LT~Ly + LT~L:) 
+ (L-~IL~ + L~lLy  + L.-(1L:) 
+ (LT 'Lx+ LT~L,+ L.~;tL:) 
+(L [~Lx+ L-S~Ly+ L-2~L,)] L u,, 
n=O 
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Similarly, 
and 
v = vo - KR2 + KN: + G v~ 
n=0 / 
w = w o -  KR3 + KN3 + wn . 
Thus if we know Uo, v0, w0 all other terms are calculable, each term from the preceding. 
It is not, perhaps, obvious from the above form written for simplicity but the equations 
are certainly coupled since the Rs and Ns depend on all the components. Thus we 
determine the triad Uo, Vo, Wo then the triad ut, v~, wt, 
ul = - ¼ [KRi (Uo, Vo, Wo) + KNt (Uo, Vo, Wo) + Guo], 
vl = - ~ [KR2(uo, Vo, Wo) + KN2(uo, Vo, Wo) + Gvo], 
wl = - ¼ [KR3(uo, vo, wo) + KN3(uo, Vo, Wo) + Gwo], 
etc., to find all decomposition components of the velocity components u, v, w. We must 
now specify uo, Vo, wo, the terms arising from the inversion and the forcing functions which 
will also involve a one-fourth factor from the additions, for example, of the terms of 
inversions in equations (9) since 
L ,=P~t ,  L i tL tu=-  p dt. 
P 
If p were constant, we would have u(x,y,  z , ' t ) -  u(x ,y ,z ,  0) on the left and, of course, 
L71gt. The u(x ,y ,z ,O)+Lf tg  would be added to similar terms of the following 
equations (which involve second derivatives and yield two initial/boundary conditions 
each) and divided by 4 to get u0. Of course, in the equations involving inversions of 
Lx, Ly, L_,, each yielding two conditions, we also have the #, which is not necessarily 
constant, to complicate the otherwise trivial inversions. To proceed in this (deterministic) 
version, we must specify the density and viscosity and carry out the above integrations. 
Then specification of initial/boundary conditions and the input g allows determination of
u0, v0, w0 from which all other components are now determinable. 
Now consider the stochastic ase. The intrinsic nonlinearities have not been the only 
difficulties precluding analytic solution. The essential stochastic nature has also precluded 
understanding of phenomena such as turbulence. A complete nonlinear stochastic solution 
without restrictive limitations on fluctuations and nonlinearities would provide a unique 
opportunity for advances in our understanding. 
Unfortunately, the model in general use is undoubtedly incorrect for the stochastic case. 
Just as in wave propagation i a random medium where one cannot simply replace velocity 
in the d'Alembertian operator with a stochastic quantity but must rederive the equation 
taking stochasticity into account from the beginning, we cannot simply replace quantities 
such as u, p, p with stochastic equivalents. Since we need to determine that such models 
can be solved despite the changes foreseen in modeling, it is proposed here to go ahead 
with the simpler approach to verify procedure. A second paper (Part II) will consider 
the remodeling of the problem and a third (Part III) will study quantitative results and 
make comparisons with solutions obtained by grid methods. Proceeding then, suppose 
/~=(#)+ur ,  p =(p)+p~,  andp=(p)+pr .  Define 
~u 
Lu = (p)-~-,  
( cp ~p cp)  m,= v:u+3v! 
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~u -~V 1 u +v  +w~z ' 
and 
Nu = (p)[(u.V)u] + 2(p )(t2o × u), 
J~'u = pd(u.V)u] + 2pr(t2~ x u) 
g = F (#)  + I~rv 1 Op Vp. 
3 (p )  + pr ~t 
Thus, the N-S equation becomes 
Lu + Ru + ~u + Nu + J[u = g 
or ~u = g where ~ is a nonlinear stochastic operator [1] and g is a stochastic process. 
~u can be written as ~u+ Yu  where ~ is a linear stochastic operator and Xu  
is a nonlinear stochastic term. Yu  = Nu + Jr'u, where Nu includes (nonlinear) deter- 
ministic terms and ,/t'u allows for (nonlinear) stochastic terms. The linear term 
Aau = Lu + Ru + ~u, where L is the invertible component of the total linear deterministic 
operator, R is the remainder of the operator and ~ is a (linear) random operator. Since 
this is the standard form of Refs [1-4] it is attacked in the same manner. The vector 
equation can be written as a system of coupled nonlinear stochastic equations and solved 
as a coupled system as before. The An for Nu and .,/¢'u are found in the same manner. With 
the use of the decomposition method, the resulting series involves tochastic processes and 
using ~b~ as the sum of n terms of the series, where n is the number of terms which provide 
a sufficiently accurate solution--generally a small number--we obtain expectation and 
two-point covariance from 4~,. A somewhat more detailed study appears in Ref. [3]. Since 
we do not believe the stochastic model is correct, the solution will not be carried out here. 
Subsequent papers, Parts II and III, will complete the remodeling of the stochastic problem 
and quantitative investigations under various given conditions. 
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